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Your Guide to Clean

Mastery
Multi-Purpose Citrus Solvent
Cleaner/Degreaser

• Adhesive Remover
• Dilutable
• Removes Rubber Tire Marks

Mastery

Multi-Purpose Citrus Solvent Cleaner/Degreaser
MASTERY is a solvent based cleaner that removes stubborn materials that other cleaners can not. It
utilizes a unique solvent blend that is safer and a more effective alternative to d-Limonene. Use Mastery
to clean concrete, metal and other solvent resistant surfaces and objects. It can be applied with a mop,
brush, sponge, trigger or pump-up sprayer or by soaking.
Mastery is especially effective against: Tar, Asphalt, Adhesives, Cut-Back Adhesive, Oil, Grease, Chewing
Gum and Rubber Tire Marks.

Adhesive Removal

When removing old tile glued down with asphalt cutback adhesive (black color), Mastery will dissolve
adhesive for quick removal.

Water Rinsable & Dilutable

Mastery contains emulsifiers allowing it to be rinsed off
surfaces with plain water. Mastery can also be diluted
with water for cleaning a variety of surfaces, simply
add it to water at 4 to 32 ounces per gallon, forming a
stable cleaning emulsion.

Carpet Spotting

Mastery can be used for stubborn spots that normal
spotters won’t remove such as tar, asphalt, gum
residues, etc. Apply it to a cloth and use to blot the
stain. Do not apply directly to carpet. Rinse thoroughly.

Removes Rubber Tire Marks

Apply Mastery to rubber tire marks with a trigger or
pump-up sprayer at full-strength. Let dwell for a few
minutes and then agitate with a brush, floor machine
or double scrub with an autoscrubber. Scrub floor with
a solution of Formula 340 and pick up spent solution.
NOTE: Mastery is a strong solvent and will attack many plastics,
test before use. It should not be used in the solution tank of
automatic scrubbers or carpet extractors. As with other solvent
cleaners, rubber gloves should be worn when working by hand.
Breathing spray mist should be avoided.

Learn More........at www.multi-clean.com
*Training materials: Multi-Clean Method Bulletin
1406 provides detailed floor care procedures.
*Calculators: Easy online calculator provides
estimates of product usage for a project.

MASTERY is powered by a naturally
occuring renewable citrus oil
Properties
Appearance..................... Amber liquid, citrus odor
Specific Gravity............... 0.89
Flashpoint........................ >120°F
Viscosity.......................... Low
Dilution............................ Heavy soil: straight
Medium soil: 12 oz./gal. of water
Light soil: 2 oz./gal. of water.
Solvency.......................... Excellent
Rinseability...................... Very good
Phosphate Builders......... None
Chlorinated Solvents....... None
Petroleum Distillates........ None
Storage Stability.............. Store between 45° and 100°F.
Freeze/Thaw Stability...... Freezes below 20°F. If chilled or frozen
thaw, stir well and inspect for damage.

VOC Compliance - EPA, CA, IL, IN, MI, OH, OTC, and
Canada regulations
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Size

Part No.

55 gallon 906977
1 gallon 906973
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